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Introduction

Mankind's interest since ancient times in nature of 
human mind. Thought as a signature of mind.
Mostly philosophers discussed about it and tried to 
show how God created us in his own image.
Recent developments in brain research provide us 
a possibility to understand thought, mind and 
consciousness.
One of the greatest scientific/spiritual treatise on 
mind and thought control is ancient Patanjali’s 
Yoga Darshan. However sage Patanjali was silent 
on origin of thought.
We will make an attempt to understand what is 
thought, its origination and transmission.
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What is Thought?
It is a hologram produced by firing                                  
of neurons. >100 billion neurons.
Dissipative structure and                               
synchronization. Firefly type sync?                             
Large number mathematics needed.
The director ‘I’ provides energy and                            
helps in keeping the thought in the                            
vision field. Concentration.
MRI scan shows different parts of brain
used for different thoughts. Location of
memory ? MRI interference in thinking ?
However deep thought maybe produced when almost 100 
billion neurons fire together in a laser type action for a long
time. It is Sanyam of Patanjali Yoga Darshan. May exist in 
higher dimensional space-time continuum.
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http://www.nariphaltan.org/humanthought.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/ego.pdf
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Nature of higher dimensional space

The mundane thought exists in 4                        
dimensions and dissipates very 
rapidly.
Deep thought is a very stable 
structure and exists in higher 
dimensional space.
It is rigid. Hence has memory. 
Memory as Knowledge space (KS)? 
Energy and matter flow via    
“Thought engine”. Production of 
matter from thin air?
Quantum jump among dimensions?
Different realities in different space 
dimensions. 
Highest dimension is ‘G’ (God space?)
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http://www.nariphaltan.org/dimensions.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/dimensions.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/reality.pdf
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Evolutionary model

When the space reaches                                          
‘G’, time gets sucked in.                                          
Is ‘G’ Akash ? 
‘G’ space always exists.                                           
Timeless. Is it God?
Time is life and vice versa.
Duality is when time                                            
exists.
Thus mini universes are being                                   
formed continuously. No single                                  
big bang but many small bangs ! 
Production of species to maximize space filling!
Proliferation and decay of species is natural.
Time ⇔ Space ⇔ Energy ⇔ Knowledge. Knowledge is time 
dependant and not person dependant.
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http://www.nariphaltan.org/time.pdf
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Knowledge perception
Perception of knowledge via knowledge space (KS). Passage 
of earth through it. KS is continuously updated.
Thought interaction with knowledge template via lock key 
mechanism. Prepared mind does this via Sanyam and Yoga. 
Great discoveries plucked from space. Time dependant only.
Powerful mind can identify itself with any object and get its 
complete knowledge. Powerful information processor. Ability 
to get spiritual powers. Removal of memory and hence 
change of karma possible. 
Deep thought brings happiness. Pituitary gland stimulation? 
Knowledge is never destroyed. It                                
gets transformed.
Space closure when all living 
beings attain the final knowledge. 
The cycle continues.

http://www.nariphaltan.org/discovery.pdf
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Thought and matter

Large amount of psychokinesis data exists worldwide.
Possible only when deep thought interacts with matter. 
Production and annihilation of matter via thought 
engine.
Deep thought and gravity may have similar 
characteristics. Both are geometric in nature.
Alpha waves  ν = 8-12 Hz. Standing wave in earth with 
Re = 6400 km. Relationship geometric or EM ?
Pyramids and mountains as thought antennas? Trees?
Possibility of life evolution when certain size molecules 
interact with gravity. Spine and hair as antenna?
Planetary effects on transmigration of soul. 
Vivekananda, Ramakrishna, Bhishma Pitamah, etc. 
examples. Origin of astrology?

http://www.nariphaltan.org/gravity.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/treeantenna.pdf
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Happiness and sustainability

Happiness is a state of mind.  You start feeling happy 
when you become internally secure.
Deep thought or Sanyam helps in creating internal 
calmness and security.  Great discoveries, works of 
art and music create goose pimples.  
This internal security also helps us become less 
greedy for materials and resources. This is the genesis 
of sustainability. May lead to corruption less society. 
High Technology + Spirituality should be the model of 
development.
With the reduction or removal of greed the 
environment can be made better.
Purpose of life? Personal happiness and giving back 
something to the society. This is full life.

http://www.nariphaltan.org/life.htm
http://www.nariphaltan.org/corruption.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/givingback.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/givingback.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/givingback.pdf
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Death and reincarnation

Nature of ‘I’ and its death. Modification of ‘I’ and 
maybe its complete removal by Yoga. Liberation ?
Removal of ‘memory’ or ‘I’ from senses is painful. 
Death as  memory switch transfer. User name and 
password? Yoga helps in withdrawal from senses. 
Kundalini raising does the same thing.
Nature of “body form” after death ? Being 
“becomes” only with body. Loss of “body form” and 
fear of unknown gives fear of death. What happens 
to body form? Change of space?
Birth by chance or else willed very strongly; 
Vivekananda, Buddha, Ramakrishna etc.
Evolution of species. Rivulets into ocean. Hence loss 
of species is natural.

http://www.nariphaltan.org/death.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/cloudcomputing.htm
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Death and reincarnation (contd.)

Transfer of memory from one species into another 
is possible. Mediated by karma? Karma ⇔ memory? 
Yoga can remove it.
Memory or “soul” either earthbound or can go to 
other planets (great souls?). Tunneling of soul. 
Guided by gravity of planets. Energywise simpler. 
Knowledge seeding?
Concept of heaven and hell?
Fate of knowledge after death? Never destroyed. 
Goes in hard form (books, tapes, teaching others, 
etc.). In soft form it goes in KS. 
Becoming personally happy and helping increasing 
the knowledge  of the society is full living. Leads to 
happy ending.

http://www.nariphaltan.org/soul.pdf
http://www.nariphaltan.org/weboflove.htm
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Thank you
Useful sites

http://www.nariphaltan.org/thoughtbook.htm
(book)
http://www.nariphaltan.org/writings.htm (spiritual 
writings)
www.speakingtree.in/anilkrajvanshi/blog (my blog 
on Speaking Tree site)

http://www.nariphaltan.org/thoughtbook.htm
http://www.nariphaltan.org/writings.htm
http://www.speakingtree.in/anilkrajvanshi/blog
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